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ABSTRACT studiesofthegroundbehaviortoprovideacquisitionofearly
site-specificexcavationdata,finaldesignandconstruction

' detailofcriticalstructurescanbeundertakenwiththe

The SuperconductingSuperCollider(SSC)isthe necessarydegreeofconfidencetosatisfythestringent
latestandlargestinalineofhigh.energyphysicsacceleratorperformancerequirements.
projects.The fiveincreasinglyenergeticacceleratorswhich
make upthephysicslaboratorycomplexaretobehoused

almostentirelyinsubsurfacestructures,whichwillinclude INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT
overI00km ofsmall-diametertunnel.

Among otherreasons,theTexasSSC sitewas The SSC Laboratorycomplexmay wellprovetobe
chosenfromasetofstateproposalsbecauseofthesuitabilitythelastmachineofitskindtobeconstructed.Withoverone
ofthehostrockmaterialsfortheperformanceofrapidand hundredkilometersofdriventunnelandlargeunderground
efficientexc_ ationwork.The sitebedrockunitsare structures,havingfloorspaceslargerthanthatofafootball

relativelysol:::,adhomogeneousandshouldallowfora field,thespacewillbeoverthreetimeslargerthanitsnearest
maximum useu.mechanicalexcavationplantforthevarious counterpart,theLargeElectronPositron(LEP)machinerun
undergroundopenings, by theEuropeanParticlePhysicsLaboratory,atGeneva,Switzerland.

Thispaperwillreviewthesiteconditionsand
describethedevelopedunderstandingofgeologicmaterial The machinefollowsaverysimilardesignandlayout
behavior.Withcompletionofplannedlarge-scalein-situ tothatofitssmallerpredecessors,ltconsistsofaseriesof

FIGUR_ ! SCHEMATIC LAYOUTOF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
SUPER COLLIDER UNDERGROUNDFACI1.XI'IES



FIGURE 2 THE SUBSURFACE SETTING OF THE COLLIDER FACILITIES

particle accelerators, as shown in Fig. 1, which allow I) The injector, which encompasses the near surface and
protons to be accelerated to higher and higher energies until tunnel structures, within which the proton particles are
they are injected into the collider ring. These proton streams generated, accelerated and from which they are injected
are narrowly focused in two (east and west) straight tunnel into the collider ring. lt includes a linear accelerator, a
sections, and are brought to collision at the Interaction Halls. set of circular energy boosters (low, medium and high
At these Interaction Points, the particles produced by energy) and associated interconnecting transfer lines
collision will be tracked and studied by a set of detectors which link-up the near-surface linear accelerator with the
which will be capable of picking-up and identifying even the deepest tunnel element (the collider). Table I gives the
most exotic particles. Results of such experiments have approximate dimensions of the main structures,
been responsible for recent physics discoveries and it is 2) The collider, an 87 km long tunnel with a "racetrack-
hoped that SSC, which can generate higher collision energy type" layout, in which the two beams of particles are
levels _han have previously been attainable, will lead to the accelerated to their final collision energies.
discovery of particles as yet undetected by experiment. 3) The experimental facilities, aligned on one leg of the

beam bypass, along the western straight of the racetrack,
To attain these unrivalled energy levels, the relatively in which the particle detectors are assembled and aligned

heavy protons are to be contained and accelerated within a to observe the particles produced by the hiEh energy
strong magnetic field. The radius of curvature of the two particle collisions.
collider arcs, a.t the northern and southern ends of the

collision straights, is large to minimize the particle energy PhysicalDescriptionsof SSC Tunnel Components
loss which increases dramatically with tighter bending. To

create the magnetic fields in which the electrically charged Component Tunnel Area - Length Cross Section

particles can be deflected, strings of dipolar electromagnets (m)" Si3_6_n! S,,hapeare used. The high magnetic field levels needed (6.6 Tesla) Injector/rest Linac .......... 244 square
call for the use of superconduction, which has already been Linae/HEB 111 2.44 square
successfully used a_ other laboratories. Superconducting LEB 540 3.66 circle
temperatures are obtained by means of a Heliutn cooling LEB/MEB 219 1.83 square
system which is incorporated into the magnet coil design. MEB 3,959 3.05 circleMEB/HEB 3,125 3.05 circle
Provision is made for closed-circuit Helium c'rculation HEB 18,887 3.66 circle
through 8 km long loops between service shafts along the HEB/Main 1,258 3.05 circle
main ring. Test Beams 4,218 1.8/3.0 circle

Subtotal-Injector/Test 24,561
The high technology environment and the physical Main Collider N and S Arcs 70,542 3.66 circle

challenges of constructing not just one but five accelerator E andW Cluster , 16,556 3.66 circle
machines and detector equipment make the project a daunting Abort and Dump 951 3.66 circle

Subtotal. Main RinB 88,049
logistical challenge which will stretch the machine and TOTAL ..... 112',610 .....
engineering design expertise of the various disciplines

involved. Source: SSC Site-Specific Cor_eptual Design, SSC Laboratory, 1990

LABORATORY FACILITIES LAYOUT AND TABLE 1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF SSC
STRUCTURES TUNNEL COMPONENTS

The technical facilities sited underground can be
divided into three categories; injector, collider ring and Vertical shafts are the preferred means of access to ali
experimental facilities, as numbered and described below, the subsurface components of the laboratory housings.



Shaft depths vary from 20 to 75 m for the collider and both strength and slaking resistance. Average geotechnical
experimental facilities, but are shallower for the injector properties for the three rock formations are gwen in Table 2.
structures, which are some 9 to 55 m belowgroundlevel.

The accelerator and detector structures present Recommended or Average
severaldifficultchallengestotheundergrounddesign Property PropertyValue

engineer.Strictfloorstabilityisessentialinalltheareas Taylor Austin EagleFord
wheretheelementsoftheprotonbeamlinesarefounded. Marl Chalk Shale
The circulatingparticlesneedtobealignedtoverysmall ....
tolerances for panicle collision to have any chance of Dry Density (kN/m 3) 18.1 19.5 18.4
0ccumng. Sub-millimetric tolerances are normally specified Water Content (%) 17 13 17
for ali elements of accelerator and detector work. '
Foundation displacements, on the order of tenths of Specific Gravit), 2.71 2.67 2.72
tnillimeters, either absolute or relative, from one pan of the _ Slake Durabili_ (%) 52 95 21 ,,

machine to another during experimental runs will severely HydraulicConductivity 5x10"8 3xi0 "7''' 2xi0 "7
disrupt machine operations. The second design need that is (cn/see)
beyond that normally expected in a tunnelled environment is
that of "relative" dryness; water seepage can be tolerated but Uniaxial Compressive 4.8 18.0 3.4
its channeling and control should be adequate to ensure that Strength (MPa) ....
the delicate electrical and electronic equipment is maintained Young's Modulus 1250 3450 900
within a controlled humidity and temperature environment. (MPa) ,,= ,,

lt should be pointed out that the more strict design Poisson's Ratio (Static) 0.32 _ 0.19 0.29
requirements, outlined above, only apply to the detector and Liquid Limit 81 81

accelerator housings; elsewhere, in the access tunnels and Plasticity,Index 51 52
shafts, the design requirements can be somewhat relaxed.

Carbonate Content (%) 24 65 8
SlTE GEOLOGICAL SEq"I'ING

TABLE 2 GF.K)TECHNICALPROPERTIESFOR
The SSC subsurface structures, sited some 40 km UNWEATHEREDROCKAT THE SSC SITE

south of downtown Dallas, Texas, arc to be housed below
gently rolling countryside. The ground elevation over the
site varies from between 120 to230 m above sea level and The Ellis County site is in a tectonieally stable
the main ring, the lowest of the five interconnected region, ranked as a zone of lowest activity under the Unified
accelerators, varies from 15 to 75 m below ground level. Building Code. This implied stability is an important factorfor the overall operation of the accelerator, given the

The underground complex will be housed in a set of sensitivity of the machine to minimal displacements andvibration during particle circulation. Cretaceous-age
sub-horizontally bedded sedimentary rock formations Balcones fault activity resulted in numerous extensional
covered by relatively shallow residual soil and weathered faults in the area. There is no evidence for fault rectivation
materials, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. The accelera,tor since Miocene time.
structures will be sited within three rock strata; from

youngest to oldest, Taylor Marl, Austin Chalk, and the An example of these faults is shown in Fig. 3, where
upper member of the Eagle Ford Shale. two mapped faults account for a total of about 25 m of

Terrace and stream deposits overlie parts of the site displacement (Kau = Austin Chalk, Ksb = Eagle Ford Shale)
and these overburden materials vary considerably from clays Graben structures are also often present. In the Austin
through to sands and gravels. Free water tables are present
in some of these deposits. Underlying the site at depth is the
Woodbine Group of rock strata which serves as one of the
main confined groundwater reservoirs for the regional water

supplY'only the upper member of the -i_ylor Groul. of rock _ "" [S:_. I' ._-_-_s ,I _,'//:_,!strata is present within the limits of the :'.itg site. This unit,
the Taylor Marl, is characterized as a bedded clavstone with . i ........-.J _
significant calcium carbonate content in its structure
(between 15 and 40 percent by dry weight is noted). Below "[--J ...... l:-_J ' :+ t :._ ___""-'-"_ '!-"- --

the Taylor Marl lies the Austin Chalk Group, which largely _ j",, _+ ,

consists of sets of grey chalk layers with occasional weaker [ --_ !!__! :-i _ k!,..' . I '/:'tX - '.J t ',1,

I ,I +++',FVi " .-",t#
+,a,-,c,o, +s. t+o +°oe+ossc+a,a ,..,,

'i ,_
lies the upper part of the Eagle Ford Shale. As for the _Taylor Marl, some calcium carbonate content is found within " ....
the matrix (5 to 9 percent by dry weight) and the overall rock ...... '......
structure has significant amounts of swelling clays. Within
ali the rock masses some variation in strength characteristics ' " " ""
occurs from bed to bed, largely due to variation in the
calcium carbonate and clay content, which yield changes in FIGURE 3 CROSS-SECTION THROUGH A TYPICALFAULT STRUCTURE IN THE SSC SITE VICINITY



Chalk, faulting is clearly identified by reference to cores, and joints arc only encountered at shallow dep!hs. While not of
to borehole geophysical logging and surface reflection extreme imponmce to construction, these discontinuities do
surveys. Shallow exposures of major faults may have participate in groundwater circulation for d_esurfieial aquifer
measurable apertures, sometimes open and some with which is accessed at the site primazily for stock water. Care
infiUings of residual clays. However, most faults have been will be taken during construction to minimize construction
rehealed by materials such as calcite. Fault offsets in the impact, particularly at shaft locations.
Chalk are sometimes up to 20 to 30 m, but most faults thus
far identified have offsets on the order of 3 to 6 m. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

CRITERIA FOR THE UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

Evidence of faulting in the shales and marl materials
has not been clearly identified by the use of either direct or The Austin Chalk and Taylor Marl rock masses form
indirect means (offsets between boreholes or seismic a highly favorable setting for the laboratory facilities.
reflection). Oblique and subvertieal fracturing has been Previous tunnelJ ng work in these materials indicated that
encountered within the rock mass but no large scale straightforward excavation approaches and conventional
discontinuity patterns have emerged. At the contacts support mechanisms, such as preeast linings, roekbolts and
between the rock strata the local variation in structm_ is shoterete, perform weil.
significant; erosional debris and fish bed layers arc present in
these uncomformable transition zones. One recently completed tunnel project in Austin, "IX,

was the Govalle Project, involving almost 13 km of tunnel
Information on fraciure zone extent and depth of excavated in Austin Chalk and Taylor Marl. Chalk

weathering, as determined from exploratory core, is excavation was accomplished mainly by a full-face rock
summarized in Table 3. The most frequent fractures were TBM (The Robbins Co.) and the Marl was mostly excavated
noted for the upper Eagle Ford Shale, where shear zones are by a fully shielded "IBM with a rotary cutterhead (Ix)vat
relatively common. Regardless of the rock m_it, however, Tunnel Equipment, Inc.). Information concerning this
fractured zones are relatively thin. Weathered zone project is summarized in Table 4. Support installed in the
thicknesses are also small. Since cover over the tunnel is Chalk was minimal at most locations, and Robbins "IBM
always greater than about 14 m, there is li,tie likelihood of utilization (the percentage of shifted time the TBM was
encountering weathered ground during tunnel excavation, actually operated) was relatively low at about 29%. This

low utilizalion was primarily associated with mucking
....... system backup delays, in turn related to the use of light and

Geologic Material reused track and to the small tunnel diameter which
Criteria precluded a double track. Lovat operation in the Taylor Marl

..... • was similarly plagued,
Taylor Austin Eagle Ford
Marl Chalk Shale

Excavated Material
Distance Cored(m) 1.302 3,484 585 Item

,, Austin .... Taylor

Percentof CoreClassexl 0.7 0.9 4.3 Chalk,, Marl ,
asFractured F__v_ di_ (m) .... 3.2 .... 3.5

. Equipment_ . ,
Original'IBM mamd'actumr R,obbins Lovat '"

Width of Maximum 1.7 4.5 ! .8 Tools ............ Discs Tel_h

Fractured ZoneaI Tunnelkmb,tha(nn) ;4,600 6,7i_g)
(m) Mean 0.5 0.6 0.3 Advance rate(m) pershift 1.9 2.2

...... hour
Pe_ti'adonlate'(m) per'IBM " 6.5 ' 10:9....

Depthof Maximum 13.4 9.9 oper.atinghour
WeatheredZone Averagefl_t perdisc0_, 20'to40 .....

(m) Mean 4.0 2.7 Average tofqt_ force per 6'io 8 .....
., di_kN}

"Ufilizafioq,(%), " 29 .... 20 '
"Fracturezone is defined as adepth rangecontainingsix or more Supportinstalled (as % of

fractures per meter, not includingbeddingplanes, tunn_.llenglh_...............
Bot.o., ed '83,. ,

TABLE3 FRAC-WUREDAND WEATHEREDZONE Bolts ariastrapping 17 '
CHARACTERISTICSFORSSC SITE ROCKUNITS ' Ribs_d lagging "' ' .... 100.....

a Lengthr,_portedincludesonly Robbinsin Chalkand

The marl, chalk and shale are understood to be Lovat in Marl,and excludes _lowstanupcausedby
saturated but relatively impcmeable. The main potential for poorlyreconditionedequipment
water inflow during the _;arious tunnelling activities is TABLE 4 INFORMATION SUMMARY FOR A 1986/88
associated with open faulting connecting the tunnelled TUNNEL PROJECT IN AUSTIN, TX
structure with overlying water sources, particularly from the
alluvium. The intact rocks arc expected to act as aquitards,
and water seepage into the tunnelled strui:tures should be The excavation and support characteristics of the
minimal outside shallow fractured zones. Open faults and underlying Eagle Ford Shale, on the other hand, have
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always been subject to uncertainty. The upper part of the Ali pre-design space requirementS have been
shale has rarely been worked in an underground developed on the assumption that mechanical techniques will
environment, but its mineralogy and mechanical properties be preferred by the contractor for the quasi-totality of the
indicate that the shale may present the designer with underground excavation works. Large-scale excavation by
markedly less favorable construction conditions than the explosives appears inappropriate for such soft rocks but may
other two rock materials. Apart from being generally softer be considered for certain special applications. For the longer
than the overlying strata, in terms of compressive strength collider tunnels Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) excavation
and stiffness, the rock matrix contains a considerable has been assumed. Elsewhere, for enlargements to the side
potential for swelling and creep, both of which could impact of the principle accelerator housings and small stub or access
the stability of the machine. During the past two years, site tunnels, roadheader type excavation and compatible profiles
investigation was heavily orientated towards delineation of have be,en selected.
the chalk/shale contact, in an effort to precisely identify and
avoid the shale. However, in compromise with other To complement the adoption of mechanized rock
factors, optimization of geologic conditions was not tunneling techniques, conceptual design has looked
possible. Therefore, the SSC will be constructed with the increasingly towards the incorporation of simple, systematic
foundations of the western halls and some 11km of tunnel support tochniques, which not only provide the necessary
in the. Eagle Ford Shale. structural support to the rock mass but also optimize

compatibility of the support and production work.
With the colhder alignment fixed, it was essential to

promote the gathering of more pertinent information upon .....

the large-scale, in-situ ground characteristics of the shale. 3 to ,4 m Span 8 to 10 m Span
The use of full circular linings was anticipated in the normal Rock Unit
cross-section of the collider tunnel for the claystone Sappod StUd-up C.omme.ats Stand,up
materials. For the majority of the relatively straightforward Rcqaircd?I _ T'anc
underground openings, geotechnical design data gathered TaylorMarl very poor
from surface and borehole-based site investigation has Good yes - I year c,han_ to hotu'sto
served as an adequate basis for design. Poor yes 1-2days :¢xxnptt_ ff w¢¢1_wi_ shear

zom.s_
In addition, several non-circular excavation profdes AustinChalk no 2 to 10' support I motah

are to be sited along the western straight of the collider, at years rcxluircd to 2 years
depth, in the shale, notably along sections of the injector Eagle FordShale: verypoor
transfer lines and at the base of both of the large detector Good yes -1 month chance in minutes to
halls. In the more sensitive shale areas, a greater level of Poor yes -8 hours even tl_ best hours
site-specific large-scale detail of the ground behavior would matmal
be required to support design work. To provide this
confident basis on which to move toward final design, TABLE 5 ROCKMASS RATINGCLASSIFICATION
planning has begun to include access for large-scale testing OF SSC SITE ROCK UNITS
and in-situ monitoring in the early, non-bearnline

underground openings. As an initial step in evaluating support requirements,
some attention has be,en given towards application of rock
mass rating indices to predict support requirements and

MECHANICALLY EXCAVATED UNDERGROUND stand-up time for the tunnel openings. Accordingly, the
SECTIONS rock masses at the SSC site have been classified using the

Bieniawski (1979) RMR classification. A su_ of the
From the time the SSC was ta'st _nvisaged as a RMR v_ues is presentedin Table 5. The poorest quality

tunnelled structure the attractions of mechanical excavation rock mass is anticipated to be the Eagle Ford Shale, in the
have been evident. The majority of SSC structures are long poor condition of sheared zones.
and linear in nature and lend themselves to the adoption of

repetitive, systematic excavation and support techniques. A correlation between unsupported span, stand-up
The soft rock strata of the Texas site make the adoption of time, and the "Geomechanics" RMR index has been
mechanical excavation even more attractive, as the individual suggested by Bieniawski (1979). This relationship is
materials are relatively consistent and few transitions, from presented in Fig. 4, and the correlation predicts that no
one rock type to another, are encountered at the site. Long support will be requirext in Austin Chalk tunnel. Other
stretches of uncomplicated tunnel work can be envisaged prediction_ are summarized in Table 6. In ,3 to 4 m-span
along the accelerator paths. The use of mechanical openings, both Taylor and Eagle Ford tunnels require
excavation is also to be encouraged from the stand point of support, with the stand-up time for poorer quality Eagle
maintaining the structural integrity of the rock mass during Ford sections reduced to on the order of'hours. This implies
the excavation process, this will ensure that the surrounding that support should be installed quickly, and that the shielded
rock mass remains relatively undisturbed and its contribution length of tunneling machine should be kept to a minimum to
to the overall stability ofthe reinforced ope_dng maximized, avoid the impact of loosening and potential shield stall. A
The importance of obtaining an early convergence further potential complication for Eagle Ford Shale tunneling
confinement equilibrium is of particular importance in the involves the potential for overstress conditions to develop,
soft claystones, where at collider depths the material may even in small-diameter tunnel excavations. With the
well be overstressed with respect to the in-situ loading compressive strength on the order of the vertical overburden
levels, stress, overstress complications might well develop.
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early mechanically excavated structures will also be used to
H 0 W M V _OY ,, analyze a whole host of construction questions prior toIO 1 1 I Q' '1 I I 7....

•, -- • _J launching the f'mal design and contracting of the various
-- TAYLORMARL _ '* beam line structures. Based upon the observed results rock

RANGE _,, ] parameters will be developed to understand the mechanisms
t,, -- _ • • _,.=-._ i.,.... ] at play inside the rock mass during and after the excavation
" "- EAGLEFORD I _N. .,,¢_11I'__,_ vtw "1 and support period. Models produced will be used to
,O L SHALERANGE [ __H'_]_,__ [ generate accurate predictions of short and long-term ground

' construction methodologies to ensure that stability of
• accelerator elements is adequate for the purposes of

) accelerator and experimental operation.

The most critical design area in the Eagle Ford Shaleis likely to be in the base of the detector hall foundations,
here the material will be unloaded ov_" effective floor widths
of between 20 to 30 m, prestressing of tile material may well
reduce the extent of heave but the removal of such
overburden loads (60 m) and reload by the floor slab and
detector assembly (up to 30,000 tons in weight) may lead to

, ,,_ = ,_ _ _,, _ the creation of an evolving stress-strain regime within the
s'ra_-_ "r_, hours altered rock mass, capable of subjecting the detector to either

sizeable upward or downwards motions during the machine
NOl.l_TI.II$_.LA'RONiHIPL$AFTI_II£NIAWSKI.19"/9. life time. The design engineers involved in the hall and

detector construction need a precise definition of both the
FIGURE 4 RMR VS UNSUPPORTEDSPAN AND short and long term behavior so that loading and

STAND-UP TIME FOR SSC-SITE ROCK UNITS displacement rates and overall levels can be predicted and
controlled by design measures, with an high degree of

...... confidence, over the life of the project. Adjacent to these
experimental facilities it is intended to sink an instrumented

Rock Unit Rock Mass Ratinga Basic Rock shaft within which passive and active testing of the rock

Nelson, TETC,'90 TETC,'90 Description mass will be undertaken.
1987.. Basic Adjustedb In the initial accelerator excavation, instrumentation

Ta_,lorMarl '56 41 good sections are also planned. For the bearnline tunnel itself
Good 70 good ground response measurements will be made to contrtrm the
Poor 37 poor establishment of a convergence confinement equilibriumAustin Chalk 65 tD70 72 76 good

Eagle FordShale 46 29 fair prior to the installation and final alignment of the magnet
Good 61 to 66 good rings. Away from the accelerator foundations more scope
Poor 35 to 43 .... poor/fair for variation of the excavation and supptn techniques will be

possible, as absolute stability of the finished opening is less
a afterBieniawski, 1979 critical to the machine operations. Here several excavation

b modified forjoint orientationwithrespect to tunnel stabilityand parameters can be studied in the shaft and non-circular
including slake adjustment modifier (Newman and Bieniawski, 1979) roadheader cross-sections, including an assessment of

phasing, profile ._hape and equipment suitability. Rock
TABLE 6 PREDICTEDSUPPORT REQUIREMENTSAND reinforcement and support mechanisms can be varied and

STAND-UP TIME FOR SSC-SITE ROCKUNITS applications staggered in time to give valid comparisons of
their effectiveness in terms of strengthening the rock mass,

For larger spans, up to 8 to 10 m in characteristic inhibiting ground movement and providing protection of the
dimension, the potential for loosening ground loss and rock from slaking deterioration and swelling.
material failure is greatly enhanced in both Taylor Marl and
Eagle Ford Shale excavations. In fact, it is conjectural if CONCLUSIONS
large-span excavations in Eagle Ford Shale can even be
made without extensive pre-reinforcement ahead of The selection of mechanical excavation techniques
excavation. These predictions will have to be verified by for lhc main underground structm_s of the site has never
careful monitoring of the earliest excavated exposures, really been in doubt since selection of the Texas site hl late

1988. The use of mechanized equipment should allow

To ensure that the data acquired by instrumentation higher rates of production than would be otherwise possible
of the initial underground excavations is relevant to the in the main tunnels and should reduce the disturbance of the
design and construotion of the future works, care has been surrounding rock mass considerably, when compared to
taken to ensure that excavation and support techniques used other excavation techniques such as drill and blast. The
will simulate those to be used for the subsequent accelerator presence of the Eagle Ford Shale in the floor of the
housings, lt is hoped that only limited interpretation from experimental hall structures and in certain non-circular
observed behavior of monitored the rock mass will be sections of the collider tunnel will require an in depth
necessary in order to formulate realistic design performance analysis of the rock mass. The value of feedback from
limits of the later, more critical underground structures. The observing the performance of the initial underground



structures excavated within the shale should not be t The SSC Laboratory is operated by the Universities
underestimated, within the context of such a large Research Association Inc., for the U.S. Department of.
construction project, where stability requirements are so Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-89ER40486.
strict. Structures in the shale must rely heavily upon
experiencegained from the exploratory work and monitoring
undertakenin the early excavationphases,only in this way
canadequateconfidencebeexpressedin theperformanceof
the beamlinesmacmresto yield predictionsof displacement
limits, notjust for the constructionand installation periodof
the machinebut, more significantly,for the operatinglife of
the project. Early excavations shouldprovidethe designer
withan ideal opportunityto assessthe larger scalerockmass
behaviorbefore heis committed to final designwork.

From a practicalstandpoint cammustbe takenin the
establishmentof constructionmethodology,ensuring
compatibility with the undergroundenvironmentwithin
which the constructionwill take place. Early excavations
should lead to a better appreciation as to the practical
limitations to which the _xcavation and support work is
inevitably subject. Underground working conditions are far
from ideal and a built-in margin needs to be incorporated into
the design and construct methodologies to ensure that
variations in excavation, reinforcement and rock qualities can
ali be accommodated and still provide for a stable finished
structure. To this end it may well prove advantageous to
define not just the completely supported structure but also
the intermediate construction phases, so that a good
compromise can be reached between production and a timely
installation of the reinforcement.

At the time of writing, December 90, the SSCL is in
the process of moving from the design to construction
phase. The engineering consortium Parsons Brinckerhoff/
Morrison Knudsen (PB/MK) has been selected to carry-out
final design and construction of the Laboratory structures.
Contract negotiations are nearing completion and PB/MK's
initial tasks will include development of final designs for
both the exploratory shaft and the early accelerator tunnel for
which conceptual designs were produced by the engineering
group of Kaiser, Tudor at_dKeller, Ganhon-Knight, lt is
hoped to put both of these underground contracts out to bid
within the next twelve months.
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